Solstice Modular Fryer Systems
 Easy Installation
Utilize common filter drawer, power cords and gas
connections for easier installation.



Professional Look
Common front to back dimensions and similar features allow
for a lineup that looks as professional as it cooks.

 Upgrade Now, Upgrade Later

Fryer Battery Shown: 3 different models, 3
different controls, 1 basket lift

11Ready to accommodate changing business needs. Add a fryer to a battery
already in the field or upgrade existing fryers. Features to add on additional
fryers and options in the field are integrated into the modular design to make
upgrading easy. Furthermore, new technology is typically compatible with
existing equipment.

 Mix and Match
Any size fryer can be located next to any other size fryer as long as they
belong to the same platform. (Solstice platforms include: SG*,SSH, SGM, SE)
*stand alone fryers are not modular. Filter drawers, dump stations and crisp
& holds can be located anywhere within the fryer battery. Different controls
and options can exist on as few or as many fryers within the same battery.

 Trillions of Possible Combinations

Solofilter Add‐on

Solstice modular fryer systems have so many possible combinations to meet your specific needs
that it is difficult to count.
Solstice Supreme Example:

Battery Size
Combinations
1
164
2
28,224
3
4,741,632
4
796,594,176
5
133,827,821,568
6
22,483,074,023,424
Total
22,617,703,209,188

1.

Model sizes (10 fryers, 4 Others): SSH‐55, 55R, 55T, 55TR, 75, 75R, 60, 60R,
60W, 60WR, BNB14, BNB18, PCF14, PCF18

2.

Fryer Control Options (4): Solid State, Digital, I‐12 Computer, I‐12 with backup
solid state

3.

Baskets Lifts or no basket lifts (2)

4.

Singles: (10x4x2) x2 for solofilters + 4 for other models

5.

Duals: ((10x4x2) + 4) x2 for filter drawer or none to the power of 2 for battery length

6.

All other battery sizes are calculated the same as above but to the “power of” is increased.

7.

This does not include casters or legs, Waste oil, multiple filter drawer locations and flush hoses.

Ready to match your present and future needs.
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